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OOPS
In our attempt to create a visual overview of our community’s observance of the High Holidays, some organizations were not shown
on the map. We sincerely apologize, and hope you know that we consider you an integral part of our community.

OUR GLOBAL NETWORK OF PARTNERS
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee

National Federation/Agency Alliance

Amos and Celia Heilicher Minneapolis Jewish Day
School

Minnesota Hillel

Bais Yaakov High School
Bet Shalom Congregational School
Israel Center of the Minneapolis Jewish Federation
The Jewish Agency for Israel
Jewish Community Relations Council of Minnesota
and the Dakotas
Jewish Family and Children’s Service of
Minneapolis
Jewish Historical Society of the Upper Midwest

Nechama: Jewish Response to Disaster*
Rimon: The Minnesota Jewish Arts Council
Sabes Jewish Community Center
Sha’arim
Shir Tikvah Congregation School
Sholom
Talmud Torah of Minneapolis
Temple Israel Congregational School
Torah Academy of Minneapolis

Twin Cities Jewish Community Government Affairs
Program
*Non-funded provisional partner agency

OUR MISSION
We build community, care for the welfare
of Jews everywhere, and maximize
participation in Jewish life.
Minneapolis Jewish Life is a publication of
Minneapolis Jewish Federation
13100 Wayzata Blvd., Suite 200
Minnetonka, MN 55305
952.593.2600 | jewishminneapolis.org

COMMUNITY CALENDAR

MAY
RIMON PRESENTS P’CHOTCHKA

7 PM | FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

6 - 8 PM | $54

BETH JACOB CONGREGATION
1179 VICTORIA CURVE, MENDOTA HEIGHTS

6

3

Rimon invites you to support its 5th
annual P’Chotchka, a fast-paced evening of art, food, and
ideas. The event features eight outstanding artists whose
work has been highlighted by Rimon over the past five
years. Tickets at rimonmn.org.

Featuring Donald Burris, co-counsel on
the Nazi looted art case that inspired the
film, Woman in Gold.

COPYRIGHT OR BIRTHRIGHT: PERFORMING
THE MUSIC OF OFER BEN-AMOTS | RIMON
ARTIST SALON

SAVE THE DATE

5 PM | $6-12
BEDLAM LOWERTOWN | 213 E 4TH STREET, ST. PAUL
Outstanding Minnesota chamber musicians Ora Itkin,
Stephanie Arado, and Laura Sewell perform music of
leading Israeli composer Ofer Ben-Amots, including the
world premiere of “Bulgariana,” commissioned by Rimon.
Tickets at rimonmn.org.

MINNEAPOLIS JEWISH FEDERATION
2016-2017 CAMPAIGN EVENTS
AUGUST 10 | ANNUAL MEETING

|
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METROPOLITAN BALLROOM
5418 WAYZATA BLVD, MPLS

SEPTEMBER 11-13 | INTERNATIONAL LION OF JUDAH CONFERENCE
SEPTEMBER 22 | LION OF JUDAH LUNCHEON
OCTOBER 10 | KING DAVID SOCIETY/ PACESETTER DINNER
NOVEMBER 2 | CARDOZO SOCIETY DINNER

YOM HA’ZIKARON

10 7 PM | FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

DECEMBER 11 | SUPER SUNDAY

SABES JCC | 4330 CEDAR LAKE RD. S., MPLS
An evening of remembering Israel’s
fallen soldiers and victims of terrorism
featuring the HaZamir choir, speakers,
and music. More information on page 17.

UPCOMING MISSIONS
MAY 26 - JUNE 2 | LBGTQ MISSION TO ISRAEL
JULY 18-24 | CAMPAIGNERS’ MISSION TO ISRAEL
JULY 24 - AUGUST 3 | LEADERSHIP MISSION TO ST. PETERSBURG &
BERLIN

YOM HA’ATZMAUT
FAMILY ACTIVITIES
15 46:30- 6 PMPM HALEHAKA
CONCERT | FREE

SEPTEMBER 18-25 | PRIME MINISTERS COUNCIL MISSION TO SPAIN
& ISRAEL

SABES JCC | 4330 CEDAR LAKE RD. S., MPLS

NOVEMBER 13-23 | MOMENTUM WOMEN’S TRIP TO ISRAEL

Festivities include arts and crafts, games,
face painting, a petting zoo, live music,
and more. More information on page 17.

FEBRUARY 2017 | HEART TO HEART WOMEN’S MISSION TO ISRAEL

THANK YOU TO OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS
PLATINUM CORPORATE PARTNER

GOLD CORPORATE
PARTNERS
US BANK
WELLS FARGO
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YOM HASHOAH COMMEMORATION

SILVER CORPORATE
PARTNER
BREMER BANK

BRONZE CORPORATE
PARTNERS
AFFIANCE FINANCIAL
BMO HARRIS BANK
J.P. MORGAN
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letter from the CEO

This is only the middle.
Dear Minneapolis,
We talk a lot about raising money (see pages 8-12). We talk a lot about the impact
that money has (see pages 14-16). We talk less about what happens in the middle:
how we give that money away. I’d like to change that.
I’d like to tell you more about how we are listening to our community, adjusting
to meet current needs, and planning for the future through a new Community
Impact allocation model.
Because Federation funding is so important to our partner organizations, we make changes cautiously. But over time, perspectives, best practices, priorities, and the world we live in shift—and so must we.
After several years of development, our team of professionals and volunteers has made important enhancements to the
system:

Simplified Access for Organizations
Our community impact committee structure has expanded to include a steering committee and four committees focused
on areas of interest. With this new structure, each of our partner agencies interacts with Federation through their specific
committee made up of volunteers who are knowledgeable and passionate about their area of service.
Over time, these interest-focused committees will gain a richer understanding of their corresponding agencies, expanding
and deepening the relationship to look for additional areas of collaboration.

Greater Transparency
Donors trust Federation to use good judgment when making funding decisions. They expect clear rationale for how we
allocate their gifts. To that end, we are making several changes, including moving to an online application system, and
streamlining our process for collecting information. It is critical to us that, should anyone ask, we can clearly explain how
their dollars were allocated, backed by a published process, committee meeting minutes, and reports to the community.

More to Come, Through Partnership
I’d say this is only the beginning, but in fact we’ve been working toward these developments for some time. So, this is
only the middle. In partnership with agencies, schools, and synagogues, we are developing opportunities to bring more
next-generation thinking and action to our community and much more:
•

enhancing the way we currently invest in education to better drive toward our goals;

•

brainstorming with agency professionals and community representatives what our community might look like when
we achieve our goals in human services;

•

researching changing needs and demographics;

•

increasing dialogue with donors about their goals; and

•

working with community professionals to best meet their needs.

Thank you for your support of our Jewish community and your openness to change.

Stu Silberman

CHANGE CAN BE CHALLENGING,
but it’s a great opportunity for new ideas. I welcome
your feedback. Call or email me: 952.417.2363;
ssilberman@jewishminneapolis.org.

RIGOR AND TRANSPARENCY
5

* Areas of interest may change as community needs change.

VOLUNTEER-LED
This new structure means more volunteer opportunities. Our dedicated Community Impact
volunteers—nearly 100 in all—are:
• Contributing their time and expertise to understand the needs of the schools, synagogues,
and agencies in our community and overseas;
• Connecting those needs to the five priorities
our community has named as our focus for
the near future; and

A PLACE FOR EVERYONE
This year, any 501(c)(3) organization
with programming aligned with our
strategic outcomes was invited to
apply for program-based funding.
Stay tuned—this summer we’ll share
the exciting new programs receiving
support thanks to your generous gifts!

• Developing recommendations on the distribution of Community Campaign funds.

LEARN MORE
For more information about this year’s grant and allocations process, visit
jewishminneapolis.org/ImpactGrants.

MINNEAPOLIS JEWISH LIFE
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When you donate to Minneapolis Jewish Federation, you are trusting our board,
volunteers, and staff with your generous donations. We take this responsibility
seriously—the process by which we set priorities and make funding decisions needs to
be rigorous and transparent. Below, find a layout of the new committee structure.

QUICK NeWS AND to DoS

What’s Jewcy?
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Peder wasn’t Jewish, and he wasn’t from Minneapolis. But
as a young man in Norway during World War II, he was
deeply affected by the crimes perpetrated by the Nazis and
their collaborators. Upon his death, he made a bequest to
fund a program to educate about the Holocaust and help
Israel. He asked his nephew Geir Friiso of Minneapolis to
find a way to make this desire become reality.
Geir contacted Minneapolis Jewish Federation and The
Jewish Community Relations Council of Minnesota and the
Dakotas and MINNE (Minnesota Israel Norway Education
Fellowships) was born. (Fun fact: Minne means “memory”
in Norwegian!) Starting this year, one non-Jewish college
student will be selected for a free ten-day fellowship in Israel
each year.
As the first MINNE recipient, Livingston will blog about
her trip, where she’ll tour Israel with Israeli peers, visit Yad
Vashem, and participate in additional Holocaust programming. Read about her travels at
http://jliv2016summerisrael.blogspot.co.il/ — we'll be
following up with her next fall!

Guide
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On May 1st, Augsburg College student Jessie Livingston will
board a plane for ten days in Israel, thanks to the generosity
of Peder Alfred Friiso.
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RIMON does it again!!
Rimon: the Minnesota Jewish Arts Council, an important
resource locally, is receiving national attention—year after
year. For the fifth year in a row, Rimon has been named
one of the fifty most inspiring and innovative organizations,
projects, or programs in the North American Jewish Community by Slingshot, a leading voice advocating for innovation in Jewish life. Slingshot compiles this list annually in
Slingshot, A Resource Guide to Jewish Innovation.
An initiative of the Minneapolis Jewish Federation, Rimon
has been energizing the local community with the work of
Minnesota’s Jewish artists since 1995. But the organization’s
work goes beyond hosting artist salons, conferences, and festivals for artists and arts lovers. Rimon provides much-needed financial and marketing resources for artists and agen
cies, bringing artists to the center of the community’s life.
Learn more about Rimon at rimonmn.org. For more information about Slingshot’s guide, visit slingshotfund.org.
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Construction is underway on a housing development for
adults with developmental disabilities—the first of its kind
in Minnesota. Cornerstone Creek, spearheaded by Jewish
Housing and Programming (J-HAP), will welcome people
of all religious and cultural backgrounds, but J-HAP aims to
create an environment in which people with Jewish customs
will feel comfortable.

Click! Click...click!....The sound of camera shutters fills the
room at the Sabes JCC where Yachad participants hone
their photography skills with professional photographer
Marcie Stein. During this unique partnership with Rimon,
teens explored the world of Jewish photographers, then got
behind their cameras to see how light and perspective can
change the world around them.

Cornerstone Creek wouldn’t be possible without the tireless
support of the Jewish community—specifically, the Twin
Cities Jewish Community Government Affairs Program
who, working in close coordination with J-HAP and the
JCRC, lobbied to pass legislation that specifically allowed
J-HAP to move forward with their project in Golden Valley.
This legislation also enabled J-HAP to apply for $8 million
in government tax credits, which they received later that
fall.

This is just one of the many examples of teen engagement
at Yachad, a program where teens explore and develop their
own sense of self and Jewish identity.

According to J-HAP president and founder Linda Bialick, “Families and friends of the residents will experience
increased peace of mind knowing that their loved ones are
safe, thriving and living more independently.
“Cornerstone Creek addresses the overwhelming parental
concern of knowing their adult child will continue to live a
secure lifestyle, in the event they are no longer able to care
for them.”
Community Housing Development Corporation (CHDC) is
J-HAP’s development partner on the project. In addition to
helping secure financing, CHDC is leading the construction
effort and will own and operate the property.
Cornerstone Creek is expected to open in early 2017.

Yachad empowers teens to explore new experiences and
expand their view of Judaism when they select their topics
and classes. This year teens participated in lifeguard certification, college level Hebrew with the University of MN,
traditional Jewish cooking, examining the ethics of sports,
studying the prophet Elisha, Mitzvah clown training, Israel
advocacy, and much, much more.
Yachad is adding new elements to its already exciting
program for the 2016-2017 school year. An expansion of its
Teen Advisory Board will continue to ensure that Yachad is
not just built for teens, but by teens as well. A new mentor
program will provide Jewish life coaches for teens to help
them plan their Jewish journeys. And, new electives and
workshops will be added to the Yachad schedule.
As the first year at Yachad comes to a close, there are so
many incredible Jewish moments of teens learning together
and inspiration to reflect upon. We eagerly await the excitement of Yachad’s second year.
Federation is proud to work with 14 organizations to bring
Jewish learning to life through Yachad. Learn more and
apply today at www.yachadmn.org or contact the office
directly at 952-491-0720.

|
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Yachad
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Our inclusive community is growing

One of the most important features J-HAP offers is choice,
says Barb Herstig, J-HAP’s Interim Director. Unlike group
homes and some scattered site housing, each resident will
have control over their own lease and the choice of who
will provide their personal, homemaking, respite, and daily
living support services.
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100 DAYS 100 WAYS marks the
end of the 2016 Community
Campaign by encouraging
our community to CONNECT
with, CONTRIBUTE to, and
CELEBRATE the Minneapolis
Jewish community.
Our goal: Raise $4.5 million
with your help by June 30.
Track our progress at
jewishminneapolis.org/100days
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INTENTI N

LET’S GET INSPIRED

4.14.2016 | $36 | RADISSON BLU MOA
2100 KILLEBREW DRIVE | BLOOMINGTON
7:30 PM COCKTAILS & DAIRY DESSERTS
8:15 PM PROGRAM
PRESENTED BY

earl societ
MINNEAPOLIS
WOMEN'S
PHILANTHROPY

Please reply or register online by 4.4.2016.
jewishminneapolis.org/pearl
Psst...we'll be wearing jeans and pearls.

featuri

MARL
MATL

Award-winning actr
received worldwide
Pictures’ Children o
Matlin lost her heari
her challenges dicta

Along with a succes
ness for humanitaria
is a staunch advoca
against domestic ab
ness for better hear
children and adults
Hearing Foundation
created “Marlee Key
of American Sign La

Currently, Matlin ser
American Red Cros
was also instrument
Closed Captioning,
as Text to 911 emerg

Arrangements for the app
Inc., New York, NY

A minimum gift of $365 to the 2016 Community Campaign is requested.

SHARE

CONTEMPLATE

JOIN

GIVE

THROWBACK
THURSDAYS WITH
THE JEWISH
HISTORICAL
SOCIETY OF THE
UPPER MIDWEST

THOUGHTS
FOR SHABBAT
FROM
MINNEAPOLIS
RABBIS

SOCIETIES AND
AFFINITY GROUPS

FUN INCENTIVES
TO CHANGE THE
WORLD TODAY

CONNECT

CONTRIBU
/jewishminneapolis

ISRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY FESTIVITIES FREE FOR ALL AGES

4:00 – 6:00 PM

• Family activities including arts & crafts,
games, face painting and more!
• Israeli LEGO® activities by jbrick
• Petting Zoo & Bounce House
• Ultimate Frisbee
• Live Klezmer music
• Great food available for purchase

6:30 PM • HALEHAKA

TUESDAY, MAY 10 • 7:00 PM

CONTRI
B

Sabes JCC Minneapolis & St. Paul JCC

Please join us for an evening of remembering Israeli’s
fallen soldiers and victims of terrorism.
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Yom Ha’zikaron
Twin Cities Commemorations
Remember Israel’s Fallen Soldiers

C

Sure to inspire and delight, join us for a live performance
by popular Israeli band, Halehaka, formerly a part of the
Israel Defense Forces Military Band.
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Happy

68th
Birthday,
Israel!
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5:30 PM • MUSIC BY LOCAL CHOIRS

For more information, please contact
Shay Elam: selam@sabesjcc.org
Proudly presented by: Sabes JCC, St. Paul JCC and the Jewish Federations of Minneapolis & Greater St. Paul.
Sponsored by: IAC Beyachad, Genesis Philanthropy Group, RAJMN, Zerkalo and Jewish National Fund.

CLICK & POST

GO

CELEBRATE

ENTER OUR
PHOTO CONTEST;
VOTE FOR YOUR
FAVORITES

ATTEND
COMMUNITY
EVENTS

MAKE TIME FOR
SHABBAT

UTE

CELEBRATE
@jewishmpls
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S U N DAY, M AY 15 @ T H E SA B E S J C C

WISHMINNEAPOLIS.ORG/100DAYS

JEWISHMINNEAPOLIS.ORG/100DAYS

ARE
YOU IN

THIS
ENVELOPE
CAN
CHANGE A
LIFE.

On behalf of Jews
around the world,
thank you. No other
gift changes more
Jewish lives.

That all Jews should be able to
live—anywhere in the world—
without fear of persecution.
You believe in singing Hebrew
songs at the top of your lungs
at Jewish summer camp and
dressing up like Queen Esther
for Purim.
You believe that we are all
responsible for one another.
What else do you believe?
Tell us when you mail in your
gift to the 2016 Community
Campaign.

SPRING 2016 / AVIV 5776
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Hurray!

You believe that no child
should go to bed hungry. That
every senior has the right to
live with dignity.
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WHEN YOU DROP
THIS ENVELOPE IN
THE MAIL, YOU’RE
CHANGING LIVES...
AND MAKING A
STATEMENT:

ON APRIL 14,
more than 200 Pearls—women who give $365
or more to the Community Campaign—
gathered at the Radisson Blu for an evening
of inspiration and laughter. The crowd adored
featured guest Marlee Matlin, who spoke
about overcoming obstacles (on the big screen
and on the bimah), and we had the chance to
honor six incredible women in our community.
Interested? Visit jewishminneapolis.org/pearl.

earl societ
WOMEN'S
W
OMEN'S
PHILANTHROPY

AMY LANGER

CHANA SHAGALOW

trAIlBlAZer

WorlD-SAVer

As co-founder of Salo,
LLC, Amy Langer is a
pragmatic visionary and
an inspiring leader. She
enjoys connecting smart,
motivated, and engaging
people to solve problems
and improve business.

Chana Shagalow is the
founder and program
director of Sha’arim, an
organization dedicated to
educating Jewish children
and young adults with
special needs and learning
differences.

Amy is a Trailblazer
because of her inquisitive
and engaged approach to
solving problems. She takes
great care in understanding
the successes of both
businesses and people.

We think you’ll agree it’s
Chana’s passion and her
work to expand the Jewish
community’s ability to
include all people that make
her a World-Saver.

women of intention

WENDY LOVELL-SMITH
flAme-KeePer

WomAN of PromISe

VoICe of INSPIrAtIoN

CommUNItY ChAmPIoN

Wendy’s nonproﬁt career
began straight out of college, and today she still ﬁnds
a way to study Torah weekly
and serve the Federation,
NCJW, and other organizations that are directly tied
to her four kids. Wendy is
a Flame-Keeper because
she shares her passion for
helping others by involving
her kids in philanthropy and
volunteerism around some
of the places they hold dear.

Michelle Horovitz is cofounder and executive
director of Appetite For
Change, a nonproﬁt social
enterprise organization
dedicated to using food as a
tool to build health, wealth,
and social change.

As senior rabbi at Temple
Israel, Rabbi Marcia
Zimmerman cares for more
than 6,000 congregants,
working passionately to
heal individuals and our
community; to advance
women’s issues; and to
support individuals and
families as they experience
end of life issues.

Suzie Singer has been the
bagging chair for Jewish
Family and Children’s
Services’ Hag Sameach
Holiday Gift Project for 20
years, annually engaging
numerous community
members to help put
Chanukah gifts in the hands
of families in need across
our community.

Rabbi Zimmerman is our
Voice of Inspiration because
her words, deeds, and values
positively and profoundly
affect not just the Jewish
community, but the way the
secular community views it.

Suzie is our Community
Champion for the many
years and countless
ways she has quietly and
steadfastly served our
community and inspired
everyone who has had the
chance to work with her
along the way.

13
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As a dedicated leader,
Michelle is passionate
about social and racial
justice and advocates for
criminal justice reform and
equity across all cultural,
religious, and geographic
communities. There’s no
telling what the future holds
for this Woman of Promise.

SUZIE SINGER

|

RABBI
MARCIA ZIMMERMAN

MICHELLE HOROVITZ
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FOR THE FIRST
TIME IN ISRAEL’S
HISTORY, MORE
THAN 50% OF
ULTRA-ORTHODOX
MEN PARTICIPATE IN
THE WORKFORCE.
YOUR DONATIONS TO FEDERATION’S
COMMUNITY CAMPAIGN MADE IT POSSIBLE.
By ERIN ELLIOTT BRYAN
Community News Editor, American Jewish World

E

li Morgenstern was raised in a large Haredi (ultra-Orthodox) family in the Jerusalem neighborhood of Mea Shearim. He was the third of 13 children born to
American parents, both graduates of MIT, who had made aliyah and devoted
themselves entirely to Torah study.

The family lived in a 500-square-foot, one-bedroom apartment and relied on “miracles” from family and friends to keep the children fed and clothed.
“My father would say, ‘OK, there’s no money left, now G-d should send us money,’” said Morgenstern. “And a few minutes later someone would knock on our door and hand him money.”

Eli Morgenstern
Photo credit
Mordecai Specktor

When Morgenstern began his own family, he never considered working. But unlike the previous
generation, when Israel was home to only a few hundred Haredim studying to become rabbis,
there were now some 50,000 men studying at yeshiva and not working.

Morgenstern is now the project coordinator of career advancement and vocational training for the American Jewish
Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), a Federation partner
agency. Based in Jerusalem, Morgenstern implements programs and strategies to help Haredi Orthodox men enter the
workforce and move ahead in their careers.

Getting into the workforce can be incredibly
difficult

Helping business owners
As part of his studies, Morgenstern pitched a program to help
Haredi small business owners become “official,” educating
them about income and expenses, taxes, advertising, insurance,
and hiring practices,
among other things.
He presented the idea
to JDC. The organization had similar
programs in place,
and Morgenstern was
offered a job to help

...about 60
percent of
Haredim live
in poverty, and
the majority of
Haredi men have
no more than
an eighth grade
education.

15

create ultra-Orthodox employment centers
run by and for the Haredi community. In the
past 10 years, JDC has opened 10 employment centers throughout Israel, all of which
will transition to government control in the
next few weeks; there are plans to open two
new centers soon.

Haredi employees at a Coca-Cola bottling plant

their families and friends. And most employers require applicants to have completed their army service, but the Haredi are
exempt from service for religious reasons.
According to Dan Ben-David, of Shoresh Institution for
Socioeconomic Research, about 60 percent of Haredim live in
poverty, and the majority of Haredi men have no more than
an eighth grade education.
Morgenstern ultimately made the decision to pursue a secular
education in anticipation of finding a job to support his family.
But he encountered a harsh reality: at the age of 28 he didn’t
know English or more than basic math. Morgenstern spent
a year and a half in pre-academic school to catch up on his

In February, the Times of Israel noted that
“more than 50 percent of ultra-Orthodox
men are participating in the workforce for the
first time in recorded Israeli history,” citing
the Central Bureau of Statistics. This 12 year
trend, notes the Times, began when Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu implemented a series of welfare cutbacks “designed
to promote participation in the Israeli workforce.”
Morgenstern said the JDC centers have provided services to
40,000 people in the last decade, placing them in entry-level
positions with companies such as Intel and Coca-Cola. The
employment centers also offer counseling and mentoring services to help with career advancement.
Originally, says Michael Novick, JDC’s Executive Director of
Strategic Development, “JDC in Israel was the institutional
entity that was responsible for building much of the social infrastructure that exists today throughout the state.” Novick says
that JDC’s work with the Haredim is just another example of
how the organization finds solutions to pressing social issues.

This article was originally published in American Jewish World and was edited for length.

MINNEAPOLIS JEWISH LIFE
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Due to tensions between the Haredi and secular communities
in Israel, and a skeptical view of “the other,” Haredi men who
leave to work outside of the community are “mourned” by

language and math skills, and eventually earned a B.A. in economics and political science from Hebrew University.
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“I thought there was no reason to work because the miracles
are happening. So I’m sitting and waiting, but they never
showed up,” said Morgenstern.

COMMUNITY RALLIES
TO DEFEAT BDS AT UMN
At the University of Minnesota, Jewish students rallied an
impressive campaign with support from MILC.
Leeore Levenstein, a sophomore, feels
supported and welcomed by the Jewish
and Israel organizations on campus. She’s
traveled to Israel twice with groups from
UMN and is active in Hillel, Chabad, and
Students Supporting Israel. But there have
been times, she says, that she hasn’t felt
supported by the University itself.
“When anti-Semitic events have occurred there has largely been silence from
administration,” said Leeore. “I’ve often
felt neglected and uncared for as a Jewish
student on campus.”
And so, when Students for Justice in Palestine introduced resolutions earlier this year
calling for UMN to boycott Israeli companies, Leeore felt scared. To her, and to oth
er Jewish students on campus, the focus on

on college campuses across the United
States. Leaders in the Twin Cities Jewish
community knew that our local campuses
weren’t immune. So they got to work. Soon
after, MILC was born.

only Israeli companies was a direct attack
on the Jewish community on campus—and
a threat to each of them as individuals.
“I felt ready to do whatever it took to make
sure that the resolution would not pass,”
says Leeore.
For the past several years, reports of
anti-Semitism have been on the rise

“It showed that what happens on campus
does have greater implications for the
community,” said Leeore.
“Specifically, JCRC,
Hillel International, and
Minnesota Hillel led a
lot of the support. MILC
gave us the platform for
a lot of our efforts. It
allowed everyone to have
a role that suited their
strengths and ensured
that we got everything we
needed to fight divest
ment.”

I’ve often felt
neglected
as a Jewish
student on
campus.

The Minnesota Israel
Leadership Collaborative
(MILC) is a joint program
of the Minneapolis Jewish
Federation’s Israel Center,
the Jewish Federation of
Greater St. Paul, Minnesota
Hillel, Jewish Community
Relations Council of Minnesota and the Dakotas,
(JCRC) and Students Supporting Israel
(SSI).

When Jewish students at the U needed
support, MILC—and the entire community—were there.
Leeore worked with SSI President Sami
Rahamim and other students to lead efforts against the divestment resolution. To
gether, they created a resolution condemning anti-Semitism and encouraged students
to show their support of Israel at Minnesota Student Association (MSA) forums.

Minnesota Student Association forum

and that its support was crucial.

In the end, MSA voted to strike the
divestment resolution. And one month
later, when a similar resolution was back
on the table, pro-Israel students rallied
again. Thanks to their efforts, the resolution was amended to remove all references
to specific companies—it now calls for the
University to responsibly invest.
“We are extremely proud of the students....
for their tireless work on these measures...
They rallied an impressive campaign to
urge their peers to vote against the divestment resolution,” said JCRC, SSI, and
Minnesota Hillel in a statement following
the decision.
Leeore says the Jewish community made a
great effort to be involved with the process,

Kol hakavod to the students
on campus who fought against
anti-Semitism. But the fight isn’t
over. And when our students need
support again, MILC—and all of
the organizations involved in it—
will be there.

Through the Minnesota Israel
Leadership Collaborative
(MILC):
•

Minnesota Hillel and SSI
creates safe spaces for
Jewish students.

•

JCRC provides Israel
advocacy training at the
Hillel house.

•

An on-campus Hillel fellow
(Israeli emissary) through
The Jewish Agency for
Israel adds another level
of connection to Israel for
students.

•

Students travel to national
Israel advocacy or Jewish
experience conferences.

S U N DAY, M AY 15 @ T H E SA B E S J C C

5:30 PM • MUSIC BY LOCAL CHOIRS
6:30 PM • HALEHAKA
Sure to inspire and delight, join us for a live performance
by popular Israeli band, Halehaka, formerly a part of the
Israel Defense Forces Military Band.

Yom Ha’zikaron
Twin Cities Commemorations
Remember Israel’s Fallen Soldiers
TUESDAY, MAY 10 • 7:00 PM
Sabes JCC Minneapolis & St. Paul JCC

Please join us for an evening of remembering Israeli’s
fallen soldiers and victims of terrorism.

For more information, please contact
Shay Elam: selam@sabesjcc.org
Proudly presented by: Sabes JCC, St. Paul JCC and the Jewish Federations of Minneapolis & Greater St. Paul.
Sponsored by: IAC Beyachad, Genesis Philanthropy Group, RAJMN, Zerkalo and Jewish National Fund.

Happy
68th
,
Bir thday
Israel !

SPRING 2016 / AVIV 5776

• Family activities including arts & crafts,
games, face painting and more!
• Israeli LEGO® activities by jbrick
• Petting Zoo & Bounce House
• Ultimate Frisbee
• Live Klezmer music
• Great food available for purchase

|

4:00 – 6:00 PM
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ISRAEL INDEPENDENCE DAY FESTIVITIES FREE FOR ALL AGES

AN OLD MAN PLANTS A FIG
TREE, KNOWING HE WILL NOT
LIVE TO SEE IT BEAR FRUIT.

TWIN CITIES
KICKOFF
SABES JEWISH
COMMUNITY
CENTER
MONDAY, MAY 2
4:00 PM

When someone points this out to him he replies, “When I was a
small child, I could eat fruit because those who came before me
had planted trees. Am I not obliged to do the same for the next
generation?”
For generations, Jews have told this story to remind themselves of
the importance of planning for future generations. In today’s world,
a community endowment is like planting a tree: carrying on a
legacy through our children and grandchildren, sustaining our
traditions into the future through vital programs and organizations. For many, the important decision of leaving
a legacy may seem intimidating, but it doesn’t need
to be.
To inspire commitment to the Jewish community of the future, the Jewish Federation
of Greater St. Paul and Minneapolis Jewish
Federation are launching a bi-city legacy
program. The effort will provide training
and support to agencies, synagogues,
and other community organizations in
the Twin Cities communities ensuring
the right pieces are in place to offer
legacy options to their supporters. The
initiative is made possible through a partnership with the Harold Grinspoon Foundation’s
LIFE & LEGACYTM program.

This is an important
opportunity for our
Twin Cities Jewish
community to
secure the future
for generations to
come.
Barry Glaser, Co-Chair
LIFE & LEGACY

A bi-city committee of local leaders will oversee the
multi-year collaboration, co-chaired by Lori Fritz of Minneapolis and Barry Glaser of St. Paul. Lori and Barry bring years
of experience to the project, both having served the Jewish
community in countless roles.
Jennifer Herman Spiller has agreed to help launch this
important program. Jennifer has over 20 years of
fundraising experience, most recently as director
of the Adath Jeshurun Foundation. A native
Minnesotan and philanthropy coach, she strives
to inspire people and nonprofit organizations to
help make dreams come true by connecting passions
with actions.
Join this exciting endeavor and learn more about how your organization can benefit. Attend the
Twin Cities kick off on Monday, May 2, at 4:00 PM at the Sabes Jewish Community Center.

The time is right
for our local
communities to
work together with
a shared goal of
legacy-building
for our entire
Twin Cities Jewish
community.
Lori Fritz, Co-Chair
LIFE & LEGACY

It's never too early to start thinking about your legacy gift.
Because of the foresight of those who have made Federation part of their legacy,
our community will thrive and grow—for generations to come.
These are just a few of the men and women in our community who have planted
seeds for tomorrow. Will you be next?

— Cindi & Harold Goldﬁne

Planned giving is the best way
to fulﬁll our passion for the
preservation of Jewish identity.

|

It is easy to say ‘Let’s let someone
else do it.’ But at the end of the day
you have to take that step and decide,
I am going to be the one to make a
difference.

SPRING 2016 / AVIV 5776
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Our donor advised fund and
endowment fund are easy—and a
wonderful way to give.
—Francie & Barry Ross

We have an obligation to help others—that’s part
of what it means to be Jewish. It’s important that
people who come after me have some security. I
want something better for them.
— Lee-Ann & Joe Rubenstein

We hope our legacy gift will serve as an
example to our children about the importance
of serving the Jewish community.
— Hanna Bloomﬁeld & Robert Karasov

MINNEAPOLIS JEWISH LIFE

— Cathy & Howard Zack
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HEY,
YOU.

YES YOU.
ARE YOU LISTENING?
WE WANT TO HEAR
FROM YOU.

JEWISHMINNEAPOLIS.ORG/SURVEY

Take the next steps along your Jewish journey with Yachad!
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varied course
offerings

The Jewish educational program for
teens in Minneapolis

www.yachadmn.org
952-491-0720

Courses that work
for busy schedules:
Weekly, Monthly, Online

Outstanding
& diverse
faculty and staff

